
Instructions for Route 66 Stretcher Frame
Instructions No. 803

This is the perfect picture idea for all Route 66 fans! Simply print out personal photos and integrate them into the acrylic picture. With the help of this
instruction the painting will be done safely.

Here's how it works  

Divide the VBS Stretched Canvas horizontally with a pencil stroke and prime one Paint sponge half with VBS Acrylic-Color in turquoise and the other in
cadmium If Red. the paint is dried wipe with the Paint sponge edge with the VBS Acrylic-Color in Black. Paint some additional black lines on the on. Stretched
Canvas Work from the short sides lengthwise into the picture. Now wipe some of the red colour into the turquoise and some turquoise into the red half of the
stretcher frame 

Bring the photo prints to the desired format and transfer them with transfer medium according to the instructions to the VBS Painting boards. After drying,
wipe the edges of the picture with the VBS Acrylic-Color in Cadmium Yellow and accentuate the edges with little Black. Then position the VBS Painting boards
as desired on the VBS Stretched Canvas and glue them to the VBS Applies Glue effect. For a secure hold, leave the VBS Effect Glue overnight 

For the lettering wipe an area with white VBS Acrylic-Colour, transfer the lettering using the template and colour it in. Black The stars are also transferred from
the template, paint them white and give them yellow and black shades.

Article number Article name Qty
843959 VBS Stretched canvas 40 x 70 cm 1
842433 VBS Canvas board 18 x 24 cm, 3 pieces 1
841764-30 VBS Acrylic paint, 250 mlCadmium Red 1
841764-65 VBS Acrylic paint, 250 mlTurquoise 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
110891-10 VBS Effect Glue100 ml 1
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